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ARTICLE
Interactive Planning for Space Applications
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et al.1998]).
[Dorais et al.1998,

applications (see, e.g., [Muscettola
Very

recently

A. Cesta, E. Giunchiglia and P. Traverso

(see,

e.g.,

Chien & Muscettola 2000]), we have seen a grow-

the operations of autonomous systems in a space
environment. This is achieved by a set of tightly
integrated specialized sub-systems, which have
been designed to perform safely, eectively and
eciently their specic tasks, and, at the same
time, to be open to the interaction among each
other. The user can directly operate each module step-by-step, and verify (at dierent levels of
detail) the results of critical steps against safety
requirements.

ing interest in the development of fully-automatic

JERRY has been developed as part of an ongo-

yet possibly interactive systems for operating in

ing and more ambitious project funded by ASI,

space enviroments.

the Italian Space Agency.

This new trend is due to

In this application,

quite a number of factors, such as the possibility

JERRY provides its functionality to dierent kinds

of completely unexpected and possibly dangerous

of users which have to design, control and moni-

events that may require human intervention.

tor a SPIDER Robot Arm performing quite com-

In this abstract, we briey report about Jerry,

plex tasks, e.g., the set up of several kinds of ex-

Interactive-Autonomy.

By

periments in a space workcell. Even though the

Interactive-Autonomy, we mean the ability of a

project is still running, a rst prototype is al-

system to provide a high level of autonomy still

ready working and available for experimentation.

retaining the possibility for the user to monitor

In this scenario, e.g., the SPIDER arm is supposed

and possibly override otherwise autonomously ex-

to extract a tray from a shelf, x it to one out

a system supporting
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of two tables and then automatically perform ex-

by the user) satises certain requirements and its

periments moving objects contained in the tray.

step-by-step simulation.

JERRY

Interactive autonomy is attained by having a
user-centered architecture, in which the user asks

JERRY has been designed with the aim of at-

for services to the dierent specialized modules.

taining interactive-autonomy while retaining ef-

From a software perspective, this amounts to

fectiveness. Eectiveness is guaranteed by a set of

have a client/server architecture in which a client

tightly integrated specialized modules, each ded-

interface service is able to continuously interact

icated to a specic task.

Here, our focus is on

with the planning, execution and simulation mod-

JERRY interaction, planning and execution mod-

ules. This allows for (multiple) users interacting

ules.

with the other modules, each with its own interface and modality. As a matter of facts, each user

Interaction Module:

It provides the user with

can choose both the degree of automation of the

the ability to inspect and direct each step of

system and the level of interaction that he wants

the system.

In JERRY, the user requests dier-

to have with the system.

ent services to the other sub-systems, interacting according to a pre-dened interaction mode.
Currently, various dierent interaction modes are

Degree of automation:

The user can decide to

run the system within a wide range of options

possible (detailed below), each allowing a dier-

with dierent degrees of automation, from fully

ent set of functionalities.

The available modes

automatic to step-by-step interactive modes. For

correspond to the dierent levels of acquaintance

example, when run in the fully automatic modal-

with the system that dierent users may have.

ity, a goal is provided to the planning module

Planning Module:

that generates a high-level plan.

The high-level

It provides a set of dierent

plan is then given to the execution module which

planning services, including the generation of dif-

compiles and then execute it. On the other hand,

ferent kinds of plans of actions to achieve dier-

the user may ask the Planning Module for a plan;

ent kinds of high-level specications of tasks to be

the plan can be inspected, validated and (possi-

performed (called goals), the validation of plans

bly) rejected; the rst action in the plan can be

against requirements, their step-by-step simula-

extracted and passed to the Execution Module

tion. The planning module is built on top of the

that compiles it into an executable program; the

Model Based Planner MBP [Cimatti

program is inspected, possibly veried and simu-

et al.1997,

Cimatti, Roveri, & Traverso 1998].

lated, and, nally, it is executed and monitored.

Execution Module:

Level of interaction:

It provides a set of dier-

The user can access data

ent execution services. It can compile a high level

and control the behavior of highly automatic sys-

plan (provided by the planning module) into a

tems by providing either high level specications

program that is directly executable by a robotic

of what has to be achieved or detailed constraints

device, execute it according to dierent modal-

on how the task should be performed. In our ap-

ities (e.g., either interactive or automatic), and

plication, there are two levels of interactions that

monitor the execution.

are targeted to two typical users of space robotic

Further services include

devices:

cation that an executable program (e.g., provided

tionalities oered to the robotic system operator;

http://planet.dfki.de

the 

programmer-level "

the step-by-step generation of actions, the veri-

contains func-
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the 

user-level "
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deals with activities performed

by on-ground scientists or payload operators. At

the user current focus of attention that is always
contained in the main window.

the programmer-level, the user can program the
behavior of the device using its typically low-
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JERRY's Interface

Figure 1 shows JERRY's interface. In the Figure
we can see
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